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Large coupling expansion o f eigenenergies o f a potential which is 
the superposition of Kratzer’s molecular and a general potential has 
been obtained. The utility of this superposed potential has also 
been discussed.
1. iNTRODtrOTION
Recently there has been a considerable revival o f  interest in the analytic proper­
ties of scattering amplitudes in the frame of quantum mechanics and potential 
theory. This interest is largely due to the fact that in potential theory man;y 
problems are solvable either exactly or else approximately by Avell-known 
methods, whereas fully relativistic theories often lead to insurmountable mathe­
matical difficulties. Large coupling expansions of eigenenergies have attracted 
considerable interest recently in particle physics with a view' to understand 
strong interactions in terms o f field-theoretic formulations.
There are only few large coupling constant field theoretical models. They 
have recently been studied by Cheng & Wu (1973). In the frame o f quark model 
they have been studied by Joos & Krammer Q971). Large coupling solutions 
o f the Bethe-Salpeter equation in the frame o f Wick-Cutkosky model have been 
discussed by Muller (1972). Non-rolativistic Schrodinger equation for large 
coupling constants for the Gauss (1970) and the generalized Yukawa potential 
(1973) have been studied. Large coupling constants expansions of the 
eigenenergies for a general even power potential (1971) and the superposition 
o f inverse square and Yukawa potentials (1977) have also been obtained.
In the present paper, the superposition o f Kratzer’s molecular and a general 
potential has been considered. In section 2, the eigenenergy expansion o f the 
superposed potential has been derived. In section 3, a brief discussion on the 
practical application o f the superposed potential in molecular physics is mentioned.
2. E oienenbbgies
We consider the radial Schrddinger equation,
(S.1)
410
ft =  c =  l ,m  =  J fo r a  potential which is the superposition of Kratzer molecular 
and a general potential o f the form
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FW =  -2 1 ,  «_■ I (2.2)
T
(Kratzer)
In the limit a —> 0, potential (2.2) reduoes to 
P (r )=
T
(General)
.. (2.3)
Setting — E, x rfa', y  ^=  a'^D transforms
(2.1) with potential (2.3) as
d y
dx^
Further setting 
where
 L X J (2.4)
... (2.5)
A =  J -t-y '/-(-(l+J)* , (A >  1) (2 .6)
transforms (2.4) to the confluent hypergeometric equation whose solution for 
bound states (/?' >  0) has the form :
Taking
f  =  x^e-P'x^FiiX-y^jp', 2A; 2fi'x) 
— a =  —n, w =  0,1, 2, ... 
Eq. (2.8) yields the energy levels as
E =  k^= -y « /a '* (« + A )* - i) i^ o -
Therefore, in the general case we may write
P  =  -D N ,+ D A .a'*(w+A)*
... (2.7) 
. . .  (2.8)
... (2.9) 
.. (2.10)
Writing for ** from (2.10) in the radial Schrodinger equation with the general 
potential (2.2) one gets
(2. 11)
where,
D „f  =  —D A f—D^^^a*Nif*y^ |
n =  f *** y* - p y , , -  ^!\1 ... (2 .12 )
a'*(w+A)* “ r* ^  W  2 f * / J  '
As a first approximation to '•Jr wc havo
f  es 2A; 2fi'x).
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... (2.13)
Tlxis approximation obviously knaves uncompensated term on the right 
hand side of (2.14) amounting to
i^u) ^  E a'JVjriJjii'. ... (2.14)
Following Mulloj* rt al (1968), (2.14) (‘an be solv(‘d by using the following 
reeurnmct' relation of the confluent hypergeometric functions :
wlune
Zi]r(a) ^  (a, a+l)^(a+1)+(«^. a)xlf{a)~\ (a, a~l)^(r/—1) 
(//(u) '^/(«, h\;:) and * — 2/f.r
(a + 1 , a) — a — w
2y^(a, ffl+1) =  a—6+1 =  n— ^  + A 4  1 
(a, a) — (b—2a) =  —A
(2.15)
Tn general.
{a, a+1) =  a—1 =  1
-m
"  ‘‘?m(«.j)V^(«-|-i)
with coetfleients satisfying following recursion relation
... (2.1(>)
... (2.17)
r) ^  '^ +  1)(«-|-^—h a+^)+^OT~i(«, r )(a + r . a+r)
r + l ) ( f l + r + l ,  a-\~r),
with boundary conditions as
(i) iS'(,(a, 0) =  1 and all S^ {^a.j 0) “  0
(ii) iSf;^ (a, r) — 0 for | r| >  m.
Eq. (2.14) with the help o f (2.15)-(2.18) can be written as
7?(i) D [a , a \  ilr(a)-\~D S  (a)* L  fa, a+ .?1<+ i^ («+ .y)J=r-1 /=>—1
(2.18)
(2.19)
where
and
Next wo observe that
[a, a\ =  -A + iV „
[a, a+ ili+ i =  NiSi{a,j). 
Pnir{a+j) z=ji^(a+j).
(2.20)
(2. 21)
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Tims a tcnn (ocy[d, in (2.19) can be cancelled out by adding to
tile previous approximation the contribution
(a)‘ ^(a+j)
(5xcopt of course, when j  0. The next contribution to is therefore
i=1 i ;y
ir{a+j). ( 2 .22)
This process may be I'opeated iadefinitely, Tlien adding siiccessivt  ^ eoiilributioiis 
and rearranging tliom we obtain
yff ^
Adopting the ]>rocedure o f Miiller et al (1908), tlie valiu* of A given in eq. (2.10) 
can be written as
0 =  [a. a\-]r(x[a, a \ -\ -x \ a , a \-ycx?[a , a\^
+a^ |[a, a ] ,+ t® -A t ii [a + l ,  «L|+0(a^).
... (2.23)
This is the equation from which A and hence the eigeneregy F  is determined. 
Evaluation yields the expansion
i  [ ‘ ■+ ] = - “ " '1 T
x W + 2 J V „A r2 -iV 2 W -J V 2 (w + l)}-i)r2 (-^ ) ']+ 0 (a »). ... (2.24)
This is the gom r^al eigenenergy expansion for the superposition of Kratzer and 
the general potentials. Putting coefficients (Ni) equal to zero in (2.2), the general 
potential is reduced to Kratzer molecular potential. Thus the eigenenergy 
expansion for Kratzer potential is obtained from (2.24) as :
y4
F - ... (2.25)a'2(^+A)2 •
Similarly for =* 0 (y =  ofD  ^ =  0), the potential (2.2) is reduced to the
00
general potential F(r) =  D S a<2V<r' and the eigenenergy expression for this
i-»()
potential has the form
B  =  ^DaNrN^-Da^{-N^^N^+...}+0(a?). ' ... (2.26)
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3. Conclusion
The potential given in eq. (2.2) may be taken as the superposition of Kratzer s 
molecular potential and the Morse potential. Obviously this potential satisfies 
fully the criteria formulated by Varshni (1957) for being a suitable function for 
diatomic molecules. Detailed study of this potential from the point o f view of 
its application in molecular physics has been made by us and the results so obtained 
are to be published elsewhere.
In this investigation, binding energies of all angular momenta for potential 
(2.2) in the form of an asymptotic expansion has been obtained. The method 
used by us, as has already been discussed in detail (1977) is quite useful and can 
be applied in solving a few other problems of importance.
The eigenvaludes o f Kratzer and the superposed potential have been plotted 
in figure 1, for different quantum states. The energy levels always lie lower
in the superposed potential considered in this paper than for the Kratzer poten­
tial. Further, it may be of interest to note the following :—
(i) The crowding together o f the upper levels for Kratzer potential is more 
rapid than that for the superposed potential.
(ii) The energy levels for both the superposed potential and the Kratzer 
potential lie in the negative energy region. The energy levels of the superposed
potential always lie below the energy levels for the Kratzer potential lone. This 
clearly indicates that the binding in the case of the potential (2.2) is stronger 
than for the Kratzer potential. The shift in energy levels of superposed potential
is obviously due to the perturbation of general potential j^F(r) =  — S j
over the Kratzer's molecular potential.
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